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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The probability that a leap year will have 53 Tuesdays is      [ ] 

A) 1/7   B) 2/7   C) 3/7   D) 5/7 
 
2. If there are 200 surviving components after 400 seconds, and 8 components fail over the next 10 

seconds, the failure rate after 400 seconds is given by      [ ] 
A) 0.4%   B) 0.8%  C) 0.2% D) 0% 

 
3. The components in a set to be in ____________ from a reliability point of view if only one needs to 

be working for system success or all must fail for system failure.     [ ] 
A) Series  B) Parallel C) A or B  D) None 

 
4. A system design requires 200 identical components in series. If overall reliability must not be less 

than 0.99, what is the minimum reliability of each component?     [ ] 
A) 0.99995   B) 0   C) 1   D) ∞ 

 
5. The bathtub curve describes a particular form of the hazard function which comprises  [ ] 

A) The first part is a decreasing failure rate, known as early failures  
B) The second part is a constant failure rate, known as random failures  
C) The third part is an increasing failure rate, known as wear-out failures 
D) all the above 

 
6. ____________ is useful for reliability practitioners, since in practice people usually divide the age 

horizon into a number of equal age intervals.       [ ] 
A) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L)) R (t)   B) H (t) = (R (t) + R (t + L))/R (t)   
C) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L))/R (t)   D) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t - L))/R (t) 

 
7. _________ can be used to build equivalent configurations of more complex systems, not referable to 

the simple series-parallel model.         [ ] 
A) MCS   B) MPS  C) MCS and MPS  D) None  

 
8. The rate at which failures occurring a specified time interval is called the _________ during that 

interval.            [ ] 
A) Bit rate   B) Chip rate      C) failure rate               D) None  

 
9. The  components in a set to be in ___________ from the reliabilities logic diagram point of view if 

all must work for systems success (or) only one needs to fail for system failure.  [ ] 
 A) Parallel  B) Series             C) Series- parallel          D)  Parallel series  
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10. ________ is derived from empirical data gathered during accelerated testing and is the slope of the 

failure rate at two different stressors         [ ] 
A) kinetic energy     B) activation energy      C) potential energy      D) both A & C   

        
II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. ________________stage is also called early failure or debugging stage. 
 
12. The Hazard Rate, instantaneous failure rate is defined as ______________ 
 
13. ______________ is a common form of securing reliability test data at reduced testing cost. 
 
14. According to MIL-STD-883C, _____________ is a test performed to screen or eliminate marginal 

components with inherent defects or defects resulting from manufacturing process 
 
15. _____________ is the probability of performing without failure, a specific function under given 

condition for a specified period of time. 
 
16. A _____________ is a subset of the components of the system such that the failure of all 

components in the subset does not imply the operation of the system. 
 
17. Reliability Function is related to the Failure Probability Density by _______________  
 
18. The _____________ is defined as the expected value of the lifetime before a failure occurs. 
 
19. Average elapsed time to perform preventative or scheduled maintenance on an item is given by 

________________ 
 
20. The exponential distribution applies when the failure rate is constant - the graph is a straight 

horizontal line, instead of a ____________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A system design requires 200 identical components in series. If overall reliability must not be less 

than 0.99, what is the minimum reliability of each component?     [ ] 
A) 0.99995   B) 0   C) 1   D) ∞ 

 
2. The bathtub curve describes a particular form of the hazard function which comprises  [ ] 

A) The first part is a decreasing failure rate, known as early failures  
B) The second part is a constant failure rate, known as random failures  
C) The third part is an increasing failure rate, known as wear-out failures 
D) all the above 

 
3. ____________ is useful for reliability practitioners, since in practice people usually divide the age 

horizon into a number of equal age intervals.       [ ] 
A) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L)) R (t)   B) H (t) = (R (t) + R (t + L))/R (t)   
C) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L))/R (t)   D) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t - L))/R (t) 

 
4. _________ can be used to build equivalent configurations of more complex systems, not referable to 

the simple series-parallel model.         [ ] 
A) MCS   B) MPS  C) MCS and MPS  D) None  

 
5. The rate at which failures occurring a specified time interval is called the _________ during that 

interval.            [ ] 
A) Bit rate   B) Chip rate      C) failure rate               D) None  

 
6. The  components in a set to be in ___________ from the reliabilities logic diagram point of view if 

all must work for systems success (or) only one needs to fail for system failure.  [ ] 
 A) Parallel  B) Series             C) Series- parallel          D)  Parallel series  
 
7. ________ is derived from empirical data gathered during accelerated testing and is the slope of the 

failure rate at two different stressors         [ ] 
A) kinetic energy     B) activation energy      C) potential energy      D) both A & C   

 
8. The probability that a leap year will have 53 Tuesdays is      [ ] 

A) 1/7   B) 2/7   C) 3/7   D) 5/7 
 
9. If there are 200 surviving components after 400 seconds, and 8 components fail over the next 10 

seconds, the failure rate after 400 seconds is given by      [ ] 
A) 0.4%   B) 0.8%  C) 0.2% D) 0% 
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10. The components in a set to be in ____________ from a reliability point of view if only one needs to 

be working for system success or all must fail for system failure.     [ ] 
A) Series  B) Parallel C) A or B  D) None 
       

II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. According to MIL-STD-883C, _____________ is a test performed to screen or eliminate marginal 

components with inherent defects or defects resulting from manufacturing process 
 
12. _____________ is the probability of performing without failure, a specific function under given 

condition for a specified period of time. 
 
13. A _____________ is a subset of the components of the system such that the failure of all 

components in the subset does not imply the operation of the system. 
 
14. Reliability Function is related to the Failure Probability Density by _______________  
 
15. The _____________ is defined as the expected value of the lifetime before a failure occurs. 
 
16. Average elapsed time to perform preventative or scheduled maintenance on an item is given by 

________________ 
 
17. The exponential distribution applies when the failure rate is constant - the graph is a straight 

horizontal line, instead of a ____________________ 
 

18. ________________stage is also called early failure or debugging stage. 
 
19. The Hazard Rate, instantaneous failure rate is defined as ______________ 
 
20. ______________ is a common form of securing reliability test data at reduced testing cost. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. ____________ is useful for reliability practitioners, since in practice people usually divide the age 

horizon into a number of equal age intervals.       [ ] 
A) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L)) R (t)   B) H (t) = (R (t) + R (t + L))/R (t)   
C) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L))/R (t)   D) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t - L))/R (t) 

 
2. _________ can be used to build equivalent configurations of more complex systems, not referable to 

the simple series-parallel model.         [ ] 
A) MCS   B) MPS  C) MCS and MPS  D) None  

 
3. The rate at which failures occurring a specified time interval is called the _________ during that 

interval.            [ ] 
A) Bit rate   B) Chip rate      C) failure rate               D) None  

 
4. The  components in a set to be in ___________ from the reliabilities logic diagram point of view if 

all must work for systems success (or) only one needs to fail for system failure.  [ ] 
 A) Parallel  B) Series             C) Series- parallel          D)  Parallel series  
 
5. ________ is derived from empirical data gathered during accelerated testing and is the slope of the 

failure rate at two different stressors         [ ] 
A) kinetic energy     B) activation energy      C) potential energy      D) both A & C   

 
6. The probability that a leap year will have 53 Tuesdays is      [ ] 

A) 1/7   B) 2/7   C) 3/7   D) 5/7 
 
7. If there are 200 surviving components after 400 seconds, and 8 components fail over the next 10 

seconds, the failure rate after 400 seconds is given by      [ ] 
A) 0.4%   B) 0.8%  C) 0.2% D) 0% 

 
8. The components in a set to be in ____________ from a reliability point of view if only one needs to 

be working for system success or all must fail for system failure.     [ ] 
A) Series  B) Parallel C) A or B  D) None 

 
9. A system design requires 200 identical components in series. If overall reliability must not be less 

than 0.99, what is the minimum reliability of each component?     [ ] 
A) 0.99995   B) 0   C) 1   D) ∞ 
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10. The bathtub curve describes a particular form of the hazard function which comprises  [ ] 

A) The first part is a decreasing failure rate, known as early failures  
B) The second part is a constant failure rate, known as random failures  
C) The third part is an increasing failure rate, known as wear-out failures 
D) all the above 
        

II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. A _____________ is a subset of the components of the system such that the failure of all 

components in the subset does not imply the operation of the system. 
 
12. Reliability Function is related to the Failure Probability Density by _______________  
 
13. The _____________ is defined as the expected value of the lifetime before a failure occurs. 
 
14. Average elapsed time to perform preventative or scheduled maintenance on an item is given by 

________________ 
 
15. The exponential distribution applies when the failure rate is constant - the graph is a straight 

horizontal line, instead of a ____________________ 
 

16. ________________stage is also called early failure or debugging stage. 
 
17. The Hazard Rate, instantaneous failure rate is defined as ______________ 
 
18. ______________ is a common form of securing reliability test data at reduced testing cost. 
 
19. According to MIL-STD-883C, _____________ is a test performed to screen or eliminate marginal 

components with inherent defects or defects resulting from manufacturing process 
 
20. _____________ is the probability of performing without failure, a specific function under given 

condition for a specified period of time. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The rate at which failures occurring a specified time interval is called the _________ during that 

interval.            [ ] 
A) Bit rate   B) Chip rate      C) failure rate               D) None  

 
2. The  components in a set to be in ___________ from the reliabilities logic diagram point of view if 

all must work for systems success (or) only one needs to fail for system failure.  [ ] 
 A) Parallel  B) Series             C) Series- parallel          D)  Parallel series  
 
3. ________ is derived from empirical data gathered during accelerated testing and is the slope of the 

failure rate at two different stressors         [ ] 
A) kinetic energy     B) activation energy      C) potential energy      D) both A & C  

 
4. The probability that a leap year will have 53 Tuesdays is      [ ] 

A) 1/7   B) 2/7   C) 3/7   D) 5/7 
 
5. If there are 200 surviving components after 400 seconds, and 8 components fail over the next 10 

seconds, the failure rate after 400 seconds is given by      [ ] 
A) 0.4%   B) 0.8%  C) 0.2% D) 0% 

 
6. The components in a set to be in ____________ from a reliability point of view if only one needs to 

be working for system success or all must fail for system failure.     [ ] 
A) Series  B) Parallel C) A or B  D) None 

 
7. A system design requires 200 identical components in series. If overall reliability must not be less 

than 0.99, what is the minimum reliability of each component?     [ ] 
A) 0.99995   B) 0   C) 1   D) ∞ 

 
8. The bathtub curve describes a particular form of the hazard function which comprises  [ ] 

A) The first part is a decreasing failure rate, known as early failures  
B) The second part is a constant failure rate, known as random failures  
C) The third part is an increasing failure rate, known as wear-out failures 
D) all the above 

 
9. ____________ is useful for reliability practitioners, since in practice people usually divide the age 

horizon into a number of equal age intervals.       [ ] 
A) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L)) R (t)   B) H (t) = (R (t) + R (t + L))/R (t)   
C) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t + L))/R (t)   D) H (t) = (R (t)-R (t - L))/R (t) 
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10. _________ can be used to build equivalent configurations of more complex systems, not referable to 

the simple series-parallel model.         [ ] 
A) MCS   B) MPS  C) MCS and MPS  D) None  
       

II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The _____________ is defined as the expected value of the lifetime before a failure occurs. 
 
12. Average elapsed time to perform preventative or scheduled maintenance on an item is given by 

________________ 
 
13. The exponential distribution applies when the failure rate is constant - the graph is a straight 

horizontal line, instead of a ____________________ 
 

14. ________________stage is also called early failure or debugging stage. 
 
15. The Hazard Rate, instantaneous failure rate is defined as ______________ 
 
16. ______________ is a common form of securing reliability test data at reduced testing cost. 
 
17. According to MIL-STD-883C, _____________ is a test performed to screen or eliminate marginal 

components with inherent defects or defects resulting from manufacturing process 
 
18. _____________ is the probability of performing without failure, a specific function under given 

condition for a specified period of time. 
 
19. A _____________ is a subset of the components of the system such that the failure of all 

components in the subset does not imply the operation of the system. 
 
20. Reliability Function is related to the Failure Probability Density by _______________  
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